
 

Skymember Presents: REVISE 5 MARK 2 by Mike Clark

"Love this! This trick is so perfectly visual and deceptive. It's one of my favorite
tricks I've filmed in the last several years."
- Justin Flom

"Revise 5 is such a fun effect, it's packed with visuals and it's easy to do!"
- Nicholas Lawrence

"Revise 5 is one of the most organic gum tricks you can own. There are endless
possibilities from in person to performing on social media. Almost immediate
reset and definitely one of my favorite!"
-  Tyler Sherwin

"Revise5 is what happens when you take a good idea and make it a great one!
This is visual eye candy at its best!"
- Adam Wilber

"Magic that stays fresh and packs a punch"
- Kevin Li

In 2018, Mike brought you Revise 5; a revolutionary multi-phased color changing
gum effect. It was an instant sell out and it hit the magic community by storm.

 Back then, each Revise 5 gimmick was individually crafted to perfection by the
creator. But that also meant that it was hard to sustain its availability in the long
run. After years of hard work at Skymember Presents, we are proud to announce
that we have successfully developed a new construction management framework
for mass production. Enter "Revise 5 Mark II."

 We have redesigned the gimmick from the ground up and manufactured it using
a brand-new material. This enhancement allows you to perform Revise 5
confidently and reliably. Don't worry, you can still perform the effect exactly as
before. But you now have the option to end the effect in your spectator hands
instead. It's effortless, practical and super visual.

If you weren't able to hop on it the first time, you won't want to miss it again.

Limited release. Get yours now, worldwide.
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Features:

Insanely visual. Trusted and performed by various influencers such as
Justin Flom, Kevin Li and Patrick Kun.
Pre-made gimmick from new long-lasting material with high resemblance
to a genuine pack of 5 gum.
New handlings and kicker endings.
Easy to learn and perform.
Taught by Mike Clark; the creator himself.
Ungimmicked gaffed gum packs available for purchase separately.

Disclaimer: Each purchase will come with a pre-made gimmick. However, a one
time gimmick adjustment may be required. Please supply your own gum sticks
for maximum results.

Commercial rights are reserved for Revise 5 Mark II, including but not limited to
TV and Web Shows. Kindly contact Skymember Presents for commercial
inquiries.
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